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Apt. 3209
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604 East 4m Street
Chaska, MN 55318
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Dear First Judicial District Judge Kevin Bide,

I’m writing this out of my concern for the legacy and wishes of Prince
Rogers Nelson. It is my
understanding that no nal will and testament has been found, but knowing how Prince Rogers Nelson
was aware ofthe safety of hiding things in plain
sight, I just want to make sure that any

correspondence
or wishes he might have le, have not been overlooked. At one
time, Prince had a certicate which
conveyed upon him, Honorary Citizenship of the State of Texas displayed in the hallway along with his
Grammy’s and Oscars, it was sort of an inside joke (understanding), but yet he hung that in a place of
honor as if it was one of his many truly special
accomplishments. I’m sure that the court and the Sheriffs
have already x—rayed all of his amed honors and artwork to see if
any messages were hidden within, but
I needed to say something just in case. There are those who have access who
may not want the true
desires of Prince to be known publically,
especially if it affects them in ways they feel gives them less
than they believe they deserve. Prince’s true concerns were not of
amassing material goods or wealth, but
of using music to open our eyes to our shared experiences, to address and heal our shared
pain, and to
open our hearts to our shared lives, our share loves, and our shared existence.

I wish you the best in the continued diicult

endeavor to settle the estate of our beloved Prince
Rogers
Nelson, and to make sure those complicit in his death are held accountable. I
pray his desires and wishes
are upheld in all of your decisions.

Respectfully,
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Letitia Nadine Dyer
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DBA: Tisa Mathis Rogers Nelson
(Intemet/Artistic presence known as: Tisa Mathis, and Tisa Mathis
Rogers)

